Introduction
Construction of contemporary micro-turbine engines (MTEs) as well turboshaft as turbojet ones is the result of about twenty years of development of that idea. Interesting is that the first designs were done by a group of enthusiasts of aviation model making. There was the need of finding of real engines, but made in micro scale, for propulsion of turbojet or turboprop aircraft models. The development of that area has been the object of particular interest of army. The idea of micro turbine engines application to the propulsion of small and medium size "professional" military Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) is at present highly developed. Some of modeller engines have been used for special purposes in the technology demonstrator UAVs like for example X-56A built by Lockheed Martin and NASA [1] . On the base of market demand many specialized firm manufacturing different kinds of micro turbine engines have been established in the world. There are several concepts of construction of mentioned engines depending on the custom demands and available know-how. The selected examples of contemporary micro turbine engines, illustrating contemporary state of art within this area are presented below.
Types of Micro Turbine Engines (MTEs)
It is possible to distinguish several types of MTEs taking into account their construction and destination:
• turbojet MTE applied for propulsion by use of a thrust exclusively. There are two kinds of MTEs in this case:
• with radial compressor and radial turbine,
• with axial compressor and axial turbine (generally still experimental ones).
• turboshaft MTE applied for propulsion by use of the mechanical torque (power) delivered to the engine shaft (spool). In this case one can distinguish two kinds of construction:
• single spool (single shaft) engines with gear box used for propulsion of helicopter drones, • two spool (dual shaft) engines for turboprop and helicopter aircraft drones. The last ones are rarely used, but seem to be very "stylish" solution being the functional copy of full size engines. Cross section of a typical micro turbojet engine with radial compressor and axial turbine is presented in the figure 1. That is the example of construction of reverse flow combustion chamber. The compressor rotor is adapted from a serial produced car turbocharger. It is the often used solution, particularly by the amateur constructors, in the aim of manufacturing costs reduction. View of the similar engine shaft with 6-stage axial compressor and axial turbine is presented in the figure 3. The coin visible at the shaft gives outlook on the total scale of the engine and required precision of making. Multistage axial compressor MTEs are contemporary still experimental, however it seems this kind of engines will be dominating in the micro turbojet applications in next several years. 
Typical specifications of MTEs

Thrust range
There is no official classification for the micro turbojet engines. These engines are used mainly by modellers for propulsion of remotely piloted fixed wing aircraft and helicopters. Commonly used classification is the range of thrust generated by MTEs. Thrust values of such engines are included generally within the range of 50-250 N. The example of characteristic of thrust versus shaft rotational speed of micro turbojet engine is presented in the figure 8. The more thrust generating turbojet engines belong to the normal "adult" constructions, however sometimes for aircraft scaled models or flying mocks application of more powerful engines may be necessary. 
Shaft (spool) rotational speed range
The range of shaft rotational speed depends on the dimensions of an engine and required thrust value. The typical shaft RPM values are from about 35000 to 180000. The smallest MTEs have the idle speed of about 50000-95000 RPM. The biggest ones have idle speed of about 35000. The RPM of the maximum thrust (nominal RPM) are situated within the range from about 120000 to 240000 and are obtained at the maximum permissible engine speed [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 16, 18, 24, 25, 26]. The ceramic shaft bearings are contemporary commonly used making possible relatively long maintenance interval up to even 50 hours. The earlier inspection is necessary in case of bearing noise or other reasons.
Compressor type
There is commonly used the single stage radial type of compressor (figure 9), as it was mentioned above. There are at least two reasons of such a concept: the simplicity of construction and possibility of adaptation, particularly in amateur designs, a standard compressor rotor taken from a car turbocharger. The professional MTEs elements are manufactured with use of advanced CAD and CNC machine tools including the contemporary tries of 3D printing application. The striving for obtaining more thrust and parallel a small diameter of an engine will be probably the impulse to wider application of multistage axial compressors. The previous technological problems of precise making of engine compressor and turbine elements are nowadays solved, so one can assume that it is only a problem of close future market demand. 
Pressure ratio
The single stage radial compressor is sufficient to obtain the value of pressure ratio appropriate for proper work of MTE combustion chamber. The average values of pressure ratio obtained in MTEs are from about 1.2 to 4.6 depending on the engine size and power demand. The highest value of pressure ratio while maintaining a small diameter of engine will require application of multistage axial compressor.
Combustion chamber type
The reverse flow combustion chamber with flame tube made usually of Inconel alloy is the common used solution. That construction enables providing the adequate conditions for proper preparing and combustion of the air-fuel mixture. Besides the reverse flow combustion chamber makes the whole engine shorter, more compact and as the result lighter. As low as possible weight of a turbojet engine is one of the essential parameters taken into account in aviation.
Turbine type
Two types of turbines are used in MTE: radial and axial ones. The radial type is a standard at present but one can forecast the axial turbine as a close future solution. Mentioned above development of the machining techniques will enable the free choice of combination of compressor and turbine types applied in a given case.
Exhaust Gas Temperature (EGT)
The maximal exhaust gas temperature of MTEs is limited by the thermal load of turbine rotor. The threshold is usually of about 830 o C. Because of need of keeping of the safety distance from that value, the real exhaust gas temperature does not exceed 800 
Fuel type
Micro turbojet engines are fed generally with kerosene-based fuel, i.e.: premium paraffin, kerosene, Jet-A1 or Diesel fuel. This is the reason why this kind of propulsion source is very interesting particularly for military, meeting the requirement of "single fuel in battlefield" concept. In the very begin of MTEs development, the LPG fuel was applied as the main fuel. At present LPG is used optionally as the start gas to support the engine start procedure. 
Fuel consumption
Lubrication
The bearings of micro turbojet engines are lubricated with the fuel-oil mixture. It is the open lubricating system but in the case of necessity of the engine weight diminishing, it is the only reasonable solution. Most frequently is used a two-stroke motorcycle or outboard oil but some manufacturers prefer a turbine oil. The oil-fuel ratio depends on individual construction of a given engine and a kind of fuel applied (kerosene or diesel) and may amount to 1.5-5.0%. Generally the higher amount of lubricating oil is added to a kerosene-based lighter fuel.
Start system
There are three starting systems being contemporary in use: the air, propane-butane (Gas) and kerosene (Kero) system. The air-start system is realized from outside of the MTE engine with use of the air stream directed into the engine air inlet on the compressor rotor (figure 13). The start procedure requires application of an external compressor but makes the engine lighter without a starter motor. The autostart system (Gas or Kero) requires use of the integral electric starter motor ( figure 14) . The propane-butane assisted starting was until recently the most widespread method. Propane-butane mixture (liquefied) has the good evaporating properties in a low ambient temperature making the easy flammable air-fuel mixture. This is the reason why gas fuel is used to support the start of MTE engines Kerosene auto-start system presented in the figure 16 is contemporary available due to the electronic control system (FADEC) what is the integral part of turbojet propulsion system. However the special care and attention must be paid, including a potential application of the CO2 fire extinguisher. 
Performance (transient performance)
Transient performance is expressed by so called "spool time". It is the time of engine thrust response to the rapid "throttle" opening, measured from idle speed to maximum power (thrust) speed. As the example one can present Hawk 100R turbojet engine. For the factory settings the Hawk 100R spool time is about 4 s from idle to max power. It is however possible to apply custom regulation data and diminish the spool time to 2.5 s ( figure 19 ). This effects in the spool time from half throttle (approximately 50 N of thrust to maximum thrust) in 0.5 s. This is a very valuable result enabling rapid manoeuvres of drone driven by such engine. The total weight with fuel supply, start and EC systems is in the range of about 1000 -3200 g. 
Examples of Micro Turbine Engines (MTE) specifications
Conclusions
Micro turbine (turbojet) engines (MTE) are the relatively new propulsion sources applied mainly to aircraft drones. However the level of technical advancement of these engines is contemporary very high and is worthy of special attention. The area of MTE engines has been until now "reserved" for amateur modellers but one can observe the more and more interest in such propulsion taken by professionals (the military or aviation R&D centres). The small measures and high value of thrust or power make the MTE engines the attractive alternative for drones' propulsion. Miniaturisation of turbojet engines is possible thanks to contemporary CAD and machining systems including the advanced 3D printing. The lack of reliable technical details of micro turbojet engines is understandable because of the know-how secret particularly in the strong market competition. The newest constructions of MTE engines dedicated to turboprops or helicopters are based on the aviation designs with free turbine. These engines are the most advanced and seems to be the most "elegant" source of propulsion possessing all the best features of speed-torque characteristic of two-spool engines.
